ASN Sr. Sec. School
SOCIAL SCIENCE
Swachhta Mission
For Classes IXD and IXE
“Cleanliness is next to Godliness”
Swach Abhiyan is not just cleaning surroundings but also seeking the participation of people in planting
trees, creating trash free environment, providing sanitation facilities and paving the way for swachhta
eventually. This campaign will not only help citizens to adopt good habits of cleanliness but also boost
Indians sincerely working towards cleanliness. So lets join hands together and be a part of this mission.
Show your creative instincts through MODEL presentation:I. Create an examplary village having traditional concepts with modern outlook.
a) Biogas
b) Rainwater harvesting
c) Solar panel/ Energy
d) Wind Mill/ Energy
e) Planting trees which help in purifying air
II. Prepare a MODEL on 'HARRAPPA URBANISED CIVILISATION' conveying its:a) Drainage System
b) Road Construction
c) Town Planning.
III. Lutyn's Delhi
Depict 'New Delhi' in a form of a MODEL presentation showing :a) Architectural Planning/ Designs. For eg., Parliament, Rashtrapati Bhavan, Colonial Bunglows etc.
IV. City Of 2030
Prepare a MODEL of city which is a part of Modiji's modern city programme.
Hint:- Indore, Chandigarh, Mysore, Surat
Note:- The above mentioned model should be presented along with:a)Scrolls
b)Flashcard
c)Factfile
d)Write-ups
V. LET'S SAVE OUR RIVERS-THAMES RIVER
Prepare a MODEL of Thames River Action Plan which can be used as inspirational source to clean
rivers of India. Model should cover the following points:
1.) Water Purifiers.
2.) Scientific methods to clean river.
3.)Waste water sludge.
VI. SEARCH AND RESEARCH

Explore the modern concepts of constuction of cities and in different countries to deal with problems of
congestion and prepare a MODEL to rejuvenate Indian congested cities. For eg:- detachable bridge,
removal of enchrochers, multistory parking,etc.
VII. Compare ancient and medieval system of cleanliness pattern with modern era through scrolls and
brochures.
VIII. Make a calendar showing pictures of clean cities of the world with message.
IX. Complete project must be presented through Sway presentation by creating your login on
https://sway.com/ as discussed in the class.

